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Introduction

Eighty-three obsidian artifacts ranging from small

flakes to large knives have been recovered from

various sites on San Clemente Island. They are of

particular interest as they represent extraneous items

which reached the island through exchange or trade.

The data included in this analysis were developed

during seven field seasons commencing with the

UCLA 1983 Summer Field School and terminating

with the 1990 Field School sponsored by California

State University, Northridge. Seventeen sites were

investigated with various degrees of thoroughness,

ranging from small test explorations to extensive

excavations of up to 95 cubic meters. A total of 83

obsidian pieces (artifacts and chipping waste) are

included in the data base; one-fourth of them were

found associated with burials.

Obsidian Distribution In San Clemente Island Sites

Seven of the 17 sites yielded obsidian. Due to its

relative scarcity, it was most likely to be found in sites

where larger amounts of excavation took place. If

consideration is limited to excavations in excess of 5

cubic meters, only one site lacked obsidian. Conse-

quently, the size of the excavation sample offers a

possible explanation for obsidian distribution. Limited

test excavations were confined to small, slightly used,

temporary camp sites, which reduces the probability

of finding artifacts used by a resident group. It is quite

possible, of course, that had more excavation been

done at these types of sites, more of them may have

contained obsidian. However, findings at Xantusia

Cave, discussed below, argue against this conclusion.

Data suggest that obsidian was confined to sites of

extensive use, either residential, ceremonial, or burial.

Xantusia Cave appears to have been used intermit-

tently for food procurement and temporary shelter. Its

proximity to the ocean (less than 50 meters distant)

and the items recovered during excavation attest to its

use as a temporary camp site. Of 768 items catalogued

in the 1984/85 field seasons, 354 are faunal remains

and 216 are debitage. Fifty artifacts relate to fish

procurement and an additional 50 are classified as

chipped stone. Seven beads and one pendant are the

only items of possible socio-ceremonial significance,

although these types of artifacts are prevalent in most

other sites on the island. The Ledge Site, for example,

has almost 20,000 such items. As noted above,

Xantusia Cave yielded no obsidian in spite of its

relatively large excavation sample, suggesting that it
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Fig. 5.1. Obsidian blades from Eel Point C (scale in centimeters).

may have been occupied before the obsidian trade

with the mainland commenced.

On the other hand, the Eel Point C Site has a relative

abundance of obsidian. This site yielded the highest

ratio of obsidian per cubic meter of excavated material

among all the sites included in the data base, a ratio of

two grams of obsidian per cubic meter of excavation

(Fig. 5.1). Eel Point C is located in a sand dune area

containing extensive midden deposits. Eleven burials

were excavated during the time span covered by this

analysis. In contrast with Xantusia Cave, Eel Point C

has 3,800 beads and numerous other socio-ceremonial

items. Included among the more than 2,300 catalog

entries are pendants, effigy figures, and pipes.

A relatively small amount of obsidian was found in

the Nursery Site, a ratio of only one gram of obsidian

per three cubic meters of excavation (Table 5.1).

Although the type of site appears to be a predictor of

whether obsidian will be present, the relative abun-

dance of this material seems to be determined by other

factors. The most likely of these may be chronological

fluctuations in trade with the mainland obsidian

sources. In general, obsidian is not present in sites

older than about 5,000 years on the southern coast of

California. It is also rare in very recent sites, having

been largely replaced by fused shale. This simple

picture is complicated by the re-use of obsidian in

very recent sites.

In-site Obsidian Distribution

The distribution of the obsidian within sites likewise

yields interesting results when distinguished according

to context, artifact type, and weight. As Tables 5.2 and

5.3 indicate, tools are just as likely to be found in

middens as in burials, but debitage was six times more

likely to be found in a midden context. Of the total

number of obsidian artifacts analyzed, 83 (approxi-

mately 30 per cent) are tools and tool fragments;

however, they account for over 75 per cent of the total

gram weight. All of the chipping waste flakes weigh

less than 4 gm, 85 per cent weigh less than 2 gm, and

some are as small as 0.05 gm When considering these

data, it is suggested that only finished tools were

imported to San Clemente Island. Debitage resulted

from the re-use of broken or discarded artifacts, or

from tool maintenance and refurbishing. The fact that

fragmented tools were associated with grave goods

suggests the value placed on this commodity.

Table 5.3 presents a summary of this information for

the purpose of comparison.
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)621-ILCS(egdeL lainomereC seY 86.25 5.7 9/1

)B34-ILCS(tnioPleE lairub/neddiM seY 49.35 5 01/1

)C34-ILCS(tnioPleE neddim/yretemeC seY 3.96 54.041 1/2

)8711-ILCS(evaCaisutnaX neddiM oN 88.32 - -

)5121-ILCS(yresruN yretemec/laitnediseR seY 95.49 57.73 3/1

)911-ILCS(evaCgoDgiB lairub/retlehS oN 3.2 - -

)7841-ILCS(tropriAdlO lainomereC seY 3.42 3.2 01/1

)2941-ILCS(submuloC laitnediseR seY 3.6 5.0 01/1

)4251-ILCS(knaTnomeL lainomereC seY 83.21 8.0 51/1

)6441-ILCS(tegraT neddiM oN 3.2 - -

)E61-ILCS(rehsalF neddiM oN 4.1 - -

)S61-ILCS(raG neddiM oN 54.2 - -

)1951-ILCS(notroH neddiM oN 3.0 - -

)307-ILCS(evoCleE lairub/retlehskcoR oN 5.1 - -

8131-ILCS neddiM oN 1.4 - -

9131-ILCS neddiM oN 6.7 - -

5231-ILCS neddiM oN 6.0 - -

Table 5.1. Obsidian from San Clemente Sites excavated by UCLA since 1983.

Hydration Band Readings

 Table 5.4 presents the results of hydration band

readings taken from 60 thin-sectioned hydration

samples. As discussed in the final section of this study,

it is suggested that a hydration reading of one micron

represents a duration in time of about 458 ± 92 years

(360-550 yrs/micron). Using this tentative hydration

rate, and plotting the frequency of band readings, it is

possible to make some assumptions concerning tem-

poral patterns of obsidian importation to the island.

 The smallest micron readings are taken from the most

recently imported obsidian and the largest numbers

represent the oldest obsidian. For example, three of the

largest obsidian rinds have hydration readings from

7.6-7.9 microns (3 rinds). Based on the suggested rate,

the 0.3 micron range covers a time span of

approximately 140 years. The largest cluster of

readings includes 49 rinds with band measurements

ranging from 5.0 to 7.3 microns. This indicates a long-

term continuous importation of obsidian during a

period of about 1,100 years. This time span appears to

have been followed by a 650 year hiatus during which

no obsidian was imported, based on the absence of

any hydration readings in the 3.7-5.1 micron range. A

second, shorter, hiatus may have followed the longer

one as suggested by the lack of readings in the 2.4

through 2.7 micron range. Two explanations seem

possible for these phenomena: either there was a break

in exchange relationships, or the island was

uninhabited for several periods. Further excavation

may provide obsidian samples to fill in these gaps, but

it seems fairly assured that the time span of relatively
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heavy importation will not be changed by additional

readings.

Breaks in the C14 intervals coincide with the hydration

results. When examining the radiocarbon evidence for

Eel Point C, an 1100 year gap becomes apparent.

Three C14 dates range from 1050 to 1450 BP and 10

C14 dates range from 2550 to 3700 BP. These coincide

with the break between the majority hydration band

cluster and the 2.8-3.7 cluster. Older C14 dates are

Table 5.2. Volume of obsidian artifact types from sites on San Clemente Island.
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knaTnomeL neddiM tnemgarftnioP 15.0

neddiM ekalfdezilitU 23.0

submuloC neddiM 1 5.0
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available for the island but they appear to be from a

period prior to the first importation of obsidian.

Source Of Obsidian

Locations of the 30 obsidian sources exploited by

California Indians are shown on the map in Figure 5.2.

In order to determine the exact source of the obsidian

present at Eel Point C, 17 samples were submitted for

source analysis to Dr. Paul Bouey at Far Western

Anthropological Research (Chapter 6). As indicated in

Table 5.5, fourteen of the seventeen samples submitted

for analysis are from the West Sugarloaf subsource,

part of the Coso volcanic field. Sample 1107 was from

an unknown source, and probably represents an

“apache tear,” a small amount of obsidian washed out

from a source no longer extant. The other two are

classified as undifferentiated Sugarloaf and generic

Coso.

Establishment Of A Tentative Hydration Rate

Table 5.6 indicates the calibrated and adjusted C14

dates for Eel Point C and the hydration band measure-

ments for material from the West Sugarloaf subsource.

Unfortunately, none of the obsidian measurements can

be directly correlated with specific C14 dates. The

closest association between the two is the 2960 BP

date on bone collagen taken from burial 3 in the main

cemetery area, the locale of most of the recovered

obsidian. Consequently, only a preliminary and

tentative rate can be suggested at this time.

snorcimnoitardyH selpmasforebmuN

0.2-8.1 2

2.2-0.2 3

4.2-2.2 1

6.2-4.2

8.2-6.2

0.3-8.2 1

2.3-0.3 1

4.3-2.3 1

6.3-4.3 1

8.3-6.3 1

0.4-8.3

2.4-0.4

4.4-2.4

6.4-4.4

8.4-6.4

0.5-8.4

2.5-0.5 1

4.5-2.5 4

6.5-4.5 5

8.5-6.5 2

0.6-8.5 5

2.6-0.6 5

4.6-2.6 11

6.6-4.6 5

8.6-6.6 4

0.7-8.6 1

2.7-0.7 2

4.7-2.7 1

6.7-4.7

8.7-6.7 2

0.8-8.7 1

Table 5.4. Obsidian hydration readings,
San Clemente Island.

lairetaM lairuB neddiM

slootlatoT 31 31

)mg(thgiewlooT 5.041 89.13

sekalfegatibedfo.oN 8 94

)mg(thgiewegatibeD 7.5 5.24

Table 5.3.  Context summary of San Clemente Island obsidian.
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In order to establish a tentative rate, the C14 dates were

averaged together, eliminating the largest and smallest

from the calculations. A similar procedure was

followed with the hydration band information. As a

result, an average C14 date of 2839 BP and an average

band measurement of 6.2 were obtained. This resulted

in a rate of 458 ± 92 years per micron. This is a much

slower rate than Meighan’s 220 ± 44 (Meighan 1978b)

for Coso obsidian from the Malibu Site (LAN-264)

and slower than Ericson’s rate of 344 ± 68 (Ericson

1978) for obsidian from the Coso Hot Springs area.

The 220 year rate was from obsidian considered as

generic Coso without subsource identification. The

original calculations for the 344 year rate may be

associated with the Sugarloaf Mountain subsource as

suggested by Hughes (1988). He indicates that the

Sugarloaf Mountain subsource should be the “fastest”

hydrating of any of the subsources based on the

chemical index data. Hughes further notes, based

again on chemical index data, that West Sugarloaf

should have a significantly “slower” rate than

Sugarloaf Mountain. This may partially explain the

slow 458 year per micron rate indicated by the San

Clemente Island data.

It should be stressed that this rate is tentative and

perhaps slower than the actual rate; however, until

more data are collected, it will be difficult to establish

a more secure rate. What is needed at this point is to

make thin sections from a couple of the knives found

in association with burial 3. We’ve hesitated to do this,

hoping to keep them intact, but it seems necessary in

order to refine the obviously tentative nature of the

suggested hydration rate.

San Clemente 
Island
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2 3
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1. Obsidian Butte
2. Emerald Mountain
3. Jawbone Canyon
4. Coso
5. Monache Meadows
6. Fish Springs
7. Inyo Craters
8. Mono Craters
9. Mono Glass Mountain
10. Truman Canyon
11. Casa Diablo
12. Bodie Hills
13. Levitt Peak
14. Deer Creek
15. Jess Valley
16. Cowhead Lake
17. 8-Mile Creek
18. Buck Mountain
19. Fandango Valley

20. Sugarhill
21. Steele Swamp
22. Dacite-Rhyolite
Composite Flow, Glass 
Mountain
23. Rhyolite Obsidian
Flow, Glass Mountain
24. Cougar Butte
25. Medicine Lake Glass Flow
26. Little Glass Mountain
27. Grasshopper Flat
28. Winters
29. Borax Lake
30. Mount Konocti
31. Napa Glass Mountain
32. Annadel Farms

Fig. 5.2. California obsidian sources (after Ericson).
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4752 PBY0034 94201 faolraguStseW 8.5

A5372 PBY0692 65201 faolraguStseW 0.7

A7572 PBY0211 75201 faolraguStseW 5.5

B7572 PBY0501 85201 faolraguStseW 4.5

C7572 PBY0592 10301 faolraguStseW 2.5

D7572 PBY0592 61301 faolraguStseW 4.6

E7572 PBY0013 74411 faolraguStseW 6.7/4.6

F7572 PBY0043 84411 faolraguStseW 0.6

G7572 PBY5003 94411 faolraguStseW 1.6

H7572 PBY0513 05411 faolraguStseW 3.6

15411 faolraguStseW 2.6

25411 faolraguStseW 4.6

35411 faolraguStseW 6.6

Table 5.6. C14 and Obsidian Hydration Data from SCLI-43C.

elpmaS
.oN

muidibuR muitnortS muinocriZ
/norI

esenagnaM
ecruoS

7011 31.582 16.9 29.78 3.02 ?

813CE 10.392 52.21 66.431 faolraguStseW

495CE 18.814 99.31 47.971 osoC

A992 36.023 76.41 28.251 faolraguStseW

B992 87.613 74.11 51.251 faolraguStseW

C992 55.713 94.21 49.551 faolraguStseW

D992 41.003 16.9 94.931 faolraguStseW

E992 91.282 58.11 45.431 faolraguStseW

F992 45.782 14.11 69.831 faolraguStseW

12E 65.923 57.51 85.061 faolraguStseW

551E 94.172 16.9 70.301 faolraguS

751E 67.913 44.31 88.551 faolraguStseW

557E 27.023 75.51 22.451 faolraguStseW

367E 87.862 24.21 35.131 faolraguStseW

148E 1.313 16.9 66.241 faolraguStseW

868E 80.103 16.9 25.621 faolraguStseW

078E 31.133 16.9 6.631 faolraguStseW

Table 5.5. Trace element values of obsidian specimens from SCLI-43C.


